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When your magazine is called Five out of Ten, you can celebrate your fifth
issue, your tenth issue, and then it’s a long wait until your fifth anniversary.
So, happy tenth issue to us! We’re having a reunion of sorts, bringing back
previous contributors Cameron Kunzelman and Ed Smith. They are joined
by Christos Reid, who provided the art for our eighth issue, and Kaitlin
Tremblay, whose pitch for ‘Discovering Wor(l)ds’ inadvertently led to our
book Escape to Na Pali and her appointment as our Managing Editor.
Thankfully, the essay turned out as good as the pitch promised.
This issue’s theme is ‘Heart’, and I like to think we’ve always been a magazine with heart: more about the people involved with the publication than
the product itself. We’ve got some personal essays to share about games
that heal, games that teach, and games that remain in memory. We also
have investigative pieces about an unusual game jam and a local gaming
community. It’s an exciting, thought-provoking mix.
The culture and conversation surrounding videogames can be hostile and
toxic, attacking those it should defend, silencing those to whom it should
listen the most. Yet our small corner of the community is built on mutual
respect, understanding, and friendship. As well as having heart, we should
take heart, too. There will always be a place for people who care.
Here’s to the next ten issues.

Alan Williamson
Editor-in-Chief of Five out of Ten (N.B. not “runs five out of ten
magazines”) occasional contributor to the New Statesman,
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The Prussian military theorist Carl von Clausewitz called war
“an area of uncertainty.” It is a space or a condition that taps
into a fact of the human condition: everything outside of us
is totally opaque. We can speak about what we can see, hear,
taste, or experience, but everything beyond that space of
experience is fair game for the unthinkable. Horror games
live and die on this principle. If you know what is around the
corner (or inside the fog), you can prepare for it and maybe
defeat it. To know of something is to be able to confront it.
The unknown works differently.
Across no man’s land there are trenches and there are mines.
Across that ridge there are cannons.
In that forest there are monsters.

Under the Radar
Cameron Kunzelman

W

hen Solid Snake emerges from the
cold Alaskan water to begin his strange
quest, we’re dropped into a world where the
fog of war has been rethought. We experience a world where what we can see is delivered to us in three different ways, all unique,
all necessary. The first is the standard camera,
floating in a nearly-isometric fashion far above
Snake. From this vantage point we can survey
the battlefield in all of its 4:3 aspect ratio
glory. Developed in a pre-16:9 world and
deployed for the original Playstation, Metal
Gear Solid lacks subtle camera work at this
height. Sometimes standing against a wall
will shift it into a “cinematic” angle, showing
us a beautiful angle around a corner and the
coat-clad genome soldier who patrols there.
Mostly though, we have the eye of god, and
we seem to miss very little.

The second camera is a first-person view, a
way of viewing the world that seems to be
less a product of design and more a clunky
solution to the problem of “how would a
top-down camera show Snake inside of
an air duct?” The short answer was “don’t
bother,” and so every time Snake crawls
into an air duct or scuttles under a crate
we are brought into his body, peering out
from behind his super soldier eyes.

Kaitlin Tremblay
I love words. I love their sounds, the way they fit in your mouth and roll
off your tongue, the way they clash against your teeth if you choose
to fight with their “proper” pronunciation. I love struggling to find the
right word to find what I mean. With a Masters in English Literature and
a postgraduate diploma in publishing, I guess you could say I have an
affinity for books, too. And I do: nothing compares to the smell of a
good book, the beauty of French flaps in higher-end paperbacks, fonts
and weights of paper, embossing and debossing. I love it all.
But my love of words didn’t start with books. I mean, discovering
Stephen King in grade school and the joy of hiding under trees with a
musty smelling mass-market paperback helped the cause, but it wasn’t
what started it. I discovered words through videogames.

W

ords like “inventory”, for example. “Inventory” was a word I had never encountered
in my day-to-day life of school, baseball practice,
cartoons, and X-Men action figures. I didn’t need
to look inventory up in a dictionary to get it. Based
on the context and understanding of simple gameplay systems, I was able to infer the meaning of
the word without needing to thumb through the
dictionary I shared with my two older brothers. I
just got it.

Kids do this all the time with videogames. Games
use complex words in a completely familiar fashion. Take “inventory” for example: it’s a technical,
specific word that most children would not encounter at a young age. Yet most kids I know who have
played videogames can define “inventory” faster
than many English majors I studied with. Final
Fantasy VII was released when I was nine, and the
list of words I learned from this game – and then
used in school – is astounding. There’s “inventory”
for one, but then there’s “berserk”, an ability you
can use as you play. The function of “berserk” as
an ability perfectly teaches the meaning of the
word: a wild, violent, frenzied fury. Another ability
in the Final Fantasy series is “Osmose.” It isn’t a
straight facsimile of “osmosis,” but it teaches the
same concept: absorption.

Before these games, there was Shining Force.
Shining Force introduced me to the basic words
I’d encounter throughout nearly ever videogame
that followed, such as antidote and haste. In the
same way that you pick up words for spells through
cause and effect, you learn the same way with
words for items. Resident Evil: Code Veronica
was a master of teaching new words to me: alloy,
detonator, replica, biohazard, sterile, hemostatic.
Hemostatic’s a good one, in the way it teaches
root words and compound words through an
understanding of the item. Hemostatic sprays stop
bleeding. Hemo means “blood” and static means
“stationary”, but also “passive”, both conveying
the idea of stopping. (See, kids, etymology is fun!)
But these were child’s play compared to what I’d
learn in a few years with Baldur’s Gate. It has eight
different schools of magic – all of which contain
their own assortment of spells – and right from
the get go, you’re confronted with a multitude of
choices: Alteration, Abjuration, Conjuration and
Summoning, Divination, Enchantment and Charm,
Evocation and Invocation, Illusion and Phantasm,
and Necromancy. I was twelve when Baldur’s Gate
was released, and being the youngest sibling, I
got to play games that a lot of my peers weren’t
allowed to. I was unprepared for this list in Baldur’s
Gate. I could understand Conjuration and Enchantment at this time, but what the hell was “Abjuration”?

It Takes Time

T

his summer, I visited Canada for a fortnight. It had been
a difficult few months, and I was grateful to get away
from Britain for a while. So I walked down the beautiful
boulevards of Vieux-Montréal, explored the galleries and
museums of Toronto, felt the spray of Niagara Falls against
my cheap plastic poncho, and got really drunk with several
contributors to this magazine. While in Toronto, our new
Managing Editor had lots of great ideas for activities. She
reiterated one a lot: “We have to go to Get Well,” Kaitlin
insisted.

Kaitlin Tremblay

Words and Photography: Alan Williamson

Like most dive bars in Toronto, Get Well was dark and
filled with a tantalising selection of microbrews. But
the main draw wasn’t the devastating 9% ABV stout
or the delicious wheat beer: it was the selection of old
arcade machines in the back. Isolated from the glowing
allure of Galaga and Operation Wolf was one of my alltime favourites, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles. Now old
enough to properly reach the controls – I last played this
machine when I was eight years old, in an amusement
arcade thousands of miles from here – Kaitlin, her friends
Kelsi and Jake, and I fought against Shredder’s legion
of robot soldiers one last time. We battled through the
Technodrome with a beer in one hand and joystick in the
other. Every line drawn on the cathode ray tube, every
low fidelity shout of “Cowabunga!”, evoked nostalgia.
The bar lived up to its name. I felt a little better.

Videogames, especially the old classics of youth,
are my therapy of choice. They’re a great way to
recuperate from a cold or hangover, and they’re
an even better way to combat sadness. Games
like Bayonetta and Rock Band can bring me out of
any slump, but Sonic 3 and Knuckles is the best for
it. I love the comfort of racing through the zones,
knowing every secret passage and shortcut. The
sights, the sounds, the speed. It is the utter lack
of anything new or surprising that makes it so
enjoyable. It’s a cup of tea and a couple of slices
of toast in game form.
Sonic 3 is set on the Floating Island, guarded by
Knuckles the Echidna. His peaceful existence is
shattered when the ‘Death Egg’ space station
crashes into the island following the events of
Sonic 2, and he’s duped by Dr Robotnik into opposing Sonic while Robotnik steals the Master Emerald from right under Knuckles’ snout. Throughout the game, Knuckles is fighting to preserve
something in a misguided way, and sometimes as

I play through this twenty year old game for the
hundredth time, I wonder: am I doing the same
thing here? Is escaping from sadness by running
through a well-worn fantasy a good coping mechanism, or just a temporary distraction?
It’s hard to separate anecdote from data when it
comes to videogames and mental health issues.
Some studies suggest they’re beneficial, while
others indicate that playing violent videogames is
associated with increased depressive symptoms.
I’ve linked a couple of studies at the end of this
article if you want to read more, but in the absence
of hard data, I am going to defer to personal experience instead.
This is not a literature review. This is a tribute to
the games that get me through.

The second Gulf War began on the
morning of March 19th, 2003, when
a pair of American “Nighthawk” jets
bombed al-Dora, a farming district
outside of Baghdad.

FREEDOM FIGHTERS
ED SMITH

S

ix months later, almost to the day, Io Interactive’s Freedom Fighters was released in
Europe. The game centres on a group of resistance fighters battling against Russian troops in an
occupied United States. Players control Christopher Stone, a plumber from Manhattan, scavenging weapons and supplies in order to stage sabotage attacks against enemy positions throughout
New York City’s five boroughs.

Reviewers described it as a spiritual successor to
Red Dawn, the 1984 film written by John Milius,
which depicted an invasion of the United States by
the Soviet Union. The alternate history of Freedom
Fighters – where the USSR was the first nation to
build the atomic bomb, making it the world’s leading superpower – smacked of Cold War paranoia.
Freedom Fighters seemed like a game for patriots. The marketing imagery featured Chris Stone
draped in the Stars and Stripes, and the game
was laced with rousing jingoistic rhetoric. It could
easily be interpreted as a re-telling of the War for
Independence: like the British colonials of that war,
the Russians in Freedom Fighters are derisively
referred to as “the Reds.” But to look at Freedom
Fighters that way – to lump it in with Republican
fantasies like Braveheart – is to deny some of its
complexity.

Bundled Treasure
Christos Reid

$$$

T

he spirit of the independent games development community is the best thing about it, but
the lack of financial reward is the worst. To make a
living creating games is difficult: legions of people
have created incredible experiences from mods
to standalone games, only to give them away for
free. As developers, we struggle to counteract
this wanton generosity.

The methods by which we distribute our games
can have a huge impact on how they perform
financially. Piracy has always been a serious issue
for developers – while each pirated copy rarely
equals a lost opportunity for a sale, enough of
them can harm a developer’s ability to support

themselves. This is something a large studio can
absorb, but for one programmer piecing together beautiful epics in the calm, quiet fortress of a
bedroom, the corner of a cafe, or the hubbub of a
co-working office, it can mean financial ruin.
One independent developer managed to turn the
piracy problem on its head. In 2012 Sos Sosowski
released McPixel, an intense, colourful game full
of life. It should’ve been a triumph, but any developer’s spirits would be dampened upon discovering it on The Pirate Bay, the world’s most notorious
file-sharing site. There it stood, testament to the
internet’s habit of making everything free – with
or without the creator’s consent.

heart

Survivors
Ed Smith

J

asper Byrne’s Lone Survivor is a 2D puzzle
game ostensibly set in a post- apocalyptic
America. Players control an unnamed young man
– the eponymous survivor – and have to scavenge supplies, navigate harsh environments and
defeat enemy creatures, all the while monitoring
mental pressures such as fatigue, hallucinations
and paranoia.
Humming beneath Lone Survivor’s survival horror
exterior are subtle themes of psychological trauma and mental collapse. It’s implied throughout
the game that the apocalyptic world may just
be an illusion, that the protagonist is perhaps
hospitalised following an accident which killed
somebody he was in love with, leaving him as
the – play on words – lone survivor. But what’s
most interesting about Lone Survivor is not that it
hints at the presence of your character’s mental
illness, but how it unfolds – how it depicts the
sensations and effects related to conditions such
as depression, anxiety and survivor’s guilt.

Truly, it’s one of the only games to accurately represent the subtleties of these illnesses. Titles like
DayZ or Fallout, which claim to depict physical
or mental fragility on behalf of the character, fail
because they take these abstract, intangible experiences and render them as concrete, numerical
illustrations – bars and gauges.
Similarly, Fahrenheit (Indigo Prophecy in America)
has a “sanity meter” that represents how close
your character is to losing their mind. “Negative”
actions, such as hearing bad news, might push the
meter down into the “Depressed” category. “Positive” actions can make your character feel “neutral.”
As a game mechanic it’s perfectly acceptable: like
the traditional health bar, it’s a shorthand way of
encouraging players to avoid certain actions and
gravitate towards others. But it doesn’t extrapolate
to how emotions fluctuate, often randomly, based
on a variety of stimuli. It’s too exact.

Digital Love

Christos Reid

W

hen was the last time a videogame gave
you butterflies? When did a character stare
into your eyes for reassurance, safety and affection, and you were helpless to give those things
to them? Games have made me laugh, cry and
curse. But rather than thinking of the emotions
I can find myself buried in, the one I’m denied is
the one that has the power to generate all of the
others. I’m talking about love.
For me, love is … well, it says so much that I’ve had
to scrap this part of the sentence twice already.
Even for someone who has been a writer for as
long as I can remember, it’s hard to define. It’s
walking through a dark suburb at two in the morning just to hold someone. It’s knowing that it’s
the two of you against the world. It’s lazy mornings with slow kisses and relaxed sex. There’s no
definable event, just a series of moments with a
distinct vibe, an invisible rope that ties the pair
of you together. But it all has to start somewhere.

The problem with love in games is that for all the
excitement and arousal and temptation, they really
do, as Alan Williamson writes in his essay ‘LoveGames’, feel like an unlocked badge of achievement. “It doesn’t actually change the story,” says
Williamson of Mass Effect’s relationships: “It’s no
more an event than giving a trader a lost artefact
in return for bonus credits.” It is rare that love in
games turns into something more, and Bioware’s
science fiction trilogy is an apt example.

The Heart of a World

Cameron Kunzelman

Special Collections & Archives, the University of Liverpool. CC-BY-SA
https://flic.kr/p/huDgXN

The human heart is a quivering muscle buried
under skin and muscle bone, suspended in your
chest. On a fundamental level, it is merely a
pump: blood comes in from one side, and the
heart hiccups, pulling deoxygenated blood in
while pushing revived and breathing blood out
from the lungs.
It is a wiggling mechanism that does not care
about us and does not know that we exist.
The heart’s ambivalence toward the existence
of its owner has caused a lot of consternation
for a great many people. At the top of the list is
the grand betrayal -- the “heart attack” -- that
suggests an enemy at the gate. There is also the
threat of the gradual failure, a wearing down of
the machine, which provoked Jean-Luc Nancy’s
L’intrus, translated into The Intruder, an essay that
laid the groundwork for Claire Denis’ film of the

same name. His impending transplant caused
him to write this: “If my heart was giving up and
going to drop me, to what degree was it an organ
of ‘mine,’ my ‘own’?” The Intruder essay pushes
toward a disconcerting conclusion: there are many
strange things that live inside of us.
The heart holds a lot of tension because it is fundamentally a weird thing. It is both central to us and
estranged from us. It is part of our bodies but has
no allegiance to us, and with a little help it can
escape into a new living vessel after we are gone.
It can be transplanted from host to host. Every
few moments, it fuels our bodies with a vital, new
energy. We depend on its rhythms and the implicit,
inherent knowledge that we can always depend
on it to be there and give us the re-up.
The heart is the primal ‘core loop’.

Just Passing

Alan Williamson

I

love StreetPass on my 3DS. Like many of Nintendo’s inventions such as the Mii avatars or the
crackling speaker inside every Wii Remote, it’s
quirky and almost irrelevant at first. You leave
your 3DS in your bag or pocket, powered on but
asleep, and its wireless connection seeks out
other 3DS devices in the vicinity. After you see
the telltale green flash, you can go into the StreetPass Plaza and check the Miis you have met. They
hold pieces of Nintendo-themed puzzles and can
be enlisted in battle in a couple of minigames,
but by and large, they don’t mean a lot. And yet,
somehow, they kinda do.
I’ve got a lot of time for social media: if it weren’t
for Twitter and Facebook, Five out of Ten wouldn’t
exist. Some of my best friends are people I’ve
met through Twitter. Yet there is often communication without conviction, talking without truly
understanding each other. Have you ever been
surprised when you see people’s engagement

notices on Facebook, a cute little newborn baby,
or someone talking about a promotion at a job
you didn’t even know they had in the first place?
Social media has made friendship an easily delineated, arbitrary thing – it’s a box-ticking exercise,
not a reciprocal relationship. The best friendships
I’ve made through social media are ones that I’ve
solidified through real-life interaction, and there is
no real substitute for that. And there shouldn’t be!
But where StreetPass differs from other social
networks is that it blends the frictionless, gamelike aspects of social media with real life human
beings. You learn the regions people come from,
whether they prefer dogs or cats, and if you meet
them multiple times you can make them ‘fantastic’
– a kind of virtual high-five – but you also know that
they were near you, if not who they were. There’s
not enough detail to make this creepy or invasive,
just enough to feel part of an invisible community.

Drift Compatible
Kaitlin Tremblay

Ashley Djarmocky,
@loveisart24
Based on art from
Fire Emblem:
Awakening
Setting Materials:
Knights of Iris

Select Your Units
Fire Emblem: Awakening is the reason I bought
my 3DS. It had been a while since I played a
strategy RPG outside the Shining Force series.
Awakening tells a relatively stereotypical
story: a group of soldiers called ‘Shepherds’ band together to protect their
land from invading evil forces. Your
main character is discovered in a field
by the ever-handsome Prince Chrom,
with no memory except the ability and
desire to fight the bad guys. But just
like with Shining Force, it isn’t the
tried and true narrative that got me
hooked on the game. Both games
share many of the same elements:
a varied cast of characters, turnbased combat that affords me time to
plot considered moves across a fully
mapped battlefield and, of course,
a giant dragon to battle at the end.
Awakening was one of those games
that, even before I started playing,
I knew I was going to love.
I recently replayed Shining Force via a Sega
Genesis collection on my PS3, and I discovered
something cool: due to graphical limitations, it
does interesting things when depicting gender.
Men and women centaurs are indistinguishable
from each other in battle; they are the same
characters with a different colour palette. May
was just as well-built as Ken, wearing the same
helmet – meaning you don’t see May’s flowing
golden locks while she’s in combat – and she
wasn’t doomed to be accessorised or sexualized
in any gendered fashion. Aside from her character card, she looked like all the other rangers
because she was a ranger.

Awakening depicts some of its characters in a similar way. Sully and Frederick are similarly adorned,
and Kellam and Kjelle wear the same overwhelming amount of armour. Like in Shining Force, not all
characters are afforded an androgynous appearance: some characters in Awakening are explicitly
and stereotypically gendered, but many aren’t.
Women can be stereotypically femme such as
Olivia the dancer – draped in pink, dancing to give
other characters a second turn – and Maribelle the
healer, who says, “Time to go powder my nose”
when she dies in combat.
Women can be strong and still femme, like Anna
the ass-kicking merchant who wields swords and
always counter-attacks her enemies. They can
be previously evil, like Tharja recruited from the
enemy’s side during battle; they can be clumsy
like Sumia; quirky and fierce like Nowi the dragon.

Take Heart! Get the full issue from

http://fiveoutoftenmagazine.com
Your purchase includes PDF, ePub and
Kindle downloads.
Thank you for supporting independent
journalism!
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